
















































Most secondary science teachers need to
face the big challenge to merge computers
into their instruction. Some teachers don't
understand the nature of physics and
chemistry, so that they can't explain clearly
about the formula, ex, F= ma. Instead,
students take the physics and chemistry
classes as the math class because they only
focus on the calculation.
Some science teachers had the
alternative conception as the students did.
The research showed the conceptual change
of teachers and students are very hard.
In order to let teachers' instruction and
students' learning be more effective and
deeply, the web-based instruction can be
well designed by the advantage and features
2of WWW.
This study will design appropriate
instructional modules with suitable teaching
strategies, for example, problem-directed
instruction, cooperative learning, guided-
discovery instruction, to clarify conceptual
learning in secondary science classes.
The study will use CIPP model to
evaluate the process of research. This study
will develop science modules for the
secondary science. Besides, the researcher
will try to analyze the interaction and get the
cooperation model between university
researchers and secondary teachers.
















































































































鑑 (Context Evaluation, 以 C表之)，輸入
評鑑 (Input Evaluation, 以 I表之)， 過程
評鑑 (Process Evaluation, 以 P表之)， 成


































































由 Raman Pfaff 所製作，必須有














Forces、Ray Tracing、Vector Addition 等模
擬教學。
科學博物館網站除了有線上展覽會、






Tray, Descartes' Diver（浮沉玩偶）, Hand














Interactive Physics and Math with Java
http://www.lightlink.com/sergey/
由 Sergey Kiselev and Tanya Yanovsky-
Kiselev所製作維護，功能與 Explore
Science十分類似，但是全部使用語言，無





















































































































and Problem Solving Ability
Related to Circular Motion.
Unpublished dissertation.
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